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Fig. 1. Map of Ganymede in 
1949. Drawn by E. J. Reese. 

Fig, 3. Red tint west of lunar 
crater Lichtenberg observed by 
R. M. Beum on Jan. 21, 1951, 
at 18h 21m, U.T. 3-inch refr. 
lOOX,l20X. Colong. = 7695 
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Fig. 2. Uranus. T. Saheki. 
8-inch refl. 400X, 500X. 
March 8, 1951. 11h 28m, u .T. 

Fig. 4. Saturn 
T. Osawa. 6-inch refl. 
230X. March 30, 1951. 
16h 50m, U.T. 
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Errata in June issueo The vertical dark marking near the equator of Saturn 
on Figure 4 on-pg--. 1 is a defecty not a planetary feature. A sentence in the 
lower part of pg. 13 should read: "Bartlett comnared the color of the east and 
west ring~arms on 24 occasions from March 6 to April 19 195l~tlsing Wratten color 
filters." 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Bulletin for the Coastal Planetarr Observerso This title is that of a mimeo
graphed monthly periodical issued by a group of young and enthusiastic planetary 
observers in Venice, Californiao The mailing address is c/o Mro John Merritt, 
3542 Greenwood Ave.~ Venice 9 Califo The June, 19519 issue contains 7 pages. A 
number of reproductions of planetary drawings appear in each issue. The Bulletin 
features news of interest to planetary observers in the Los Angeles area. Its 
editors welcome observations 9 suggestions~ and articles. 

Astronomical League Convention and Annul~ !Clipse. We remind our readers 
of the National Convention of the Astronomical League at Chapel Hill~ North 
Caroline~ on September 1-39 1951. The Convention Chairman is Mr. G. R. Wright, 
202 Piping Rock Drive~ Silver Spring9 Maryland. The Convention will stress in
struction in methods of observing meteors 9 variable stars 9 sunspotsy and planetso 
A large amount of take-home material in these fields of observation will be dis
tributed. There will be, of course 9 papers on astronomical subjects, exhibits, 
and a demonstration of the Morehead Planetarium of the University of North 
CarolinaoPlan now to attend and to meet your astronomical friends and colleagues~ 

A novel feature of the League Convention is the near-sunrise annular eclipse 
of the sun on September 1. Detailed information upon its visibility is given on 
pp. 196~197 of Sky and Telescope for Juney 195lo Various possible observing 
programs are outlined by Mro Paul W. Stevens in the May, 1951, issue of the same 
magazine in an article called "The September Annular Eolipse." Observers in a 
limited area in North Carolina and Virginia will be treated to a highly dramatic 
natural spectacle. 

EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

Some lively correspondence has been carried on in recent months among J. C. 
Bartlett~ Jr. 9 D. P. Barcroft~ E. J. Reese 9 P. A. Moore, and the Editor upon 
the subject of Maedlervs Square. It should be stated for the benefit of our new 
readers that Dr. Bartlett published a paper in Volume 4, Number 12 of The 
Strolling Astronomer in which he presented evidence for a major lunar topographi
cal change in a region designated as Maedler~s Square and lying between the cra
ter Fontanelle and the walled plain Birminghamo New developments since last 
December emphasize that Dro Bartlett has unearthed a real lunar mystery! As Mr. 
Reese has pointed out~ there appear to be three possible interpretations of 
available evidenceg 

1. The discrepancies between the early views of Maedler~ Neisen~ and others 
and the modern appearance are so great that major changes must be invoked to ex
plain them. 

2. No change has occurred. The early observers gave flowery and inexact de
scriptions. 



3o Both early and modern observers are essentl..ally corrercto The curious geo~ 
metric patterns descrihed by Maedler and others req11ire special and infrequent 
conditions of solar lighting and libration for their manifestationo 

It is with this riddle of Maedlerus Square that the following article by Mro 
Patrick Ao Moore dealso We are honored to present this paper by Mro MOore and 
hope that it will prove to be only the first of his contributions to this per~ 
iodicalo Mro Moore ts the Secretary of the Lunar Sedtion of the British Astrono~ 
mical Association and is well known in lunar and planetary circles in Englando 
He is the translator of Go de Vauc:ouleursu Le Probleme Martian from French into 
Englisho Our contributorus address is Glencathara 2 Worsted Lane~ East Grinstead 9 

Sussex9 Englando Mro Moore invites correspondence on lunar and planetary matters 
from AoLoPoOo memberso 

Figure 3 on pgo 5 is a composite drawing of Maedler 1 s Square and vicinity 
constructed by Eo Jo Reese from the followingg 

la Yerkes Observatory photograph M2 on November 21 9 1901~ at colongitude 25°o 

2o Lick Observatory photograph M3 on January 119 1938 9 at colongitude 3goo 

3o A sketch qy Eo Jo Reese with a 6=inch reflector on March 18 9 1951 9 at 
colongitude JlOa 

The use of photographs for Figure 3 should insure a high degree of positio
nal accuracy and of correct proportions of featureso Figure 4 on pga 5 is a 
drawing of Maedlerus Square by Mro Tsuneo Saheki obtained during the same epoch 
as Mro Mboreus map of the region (Figure 2 on pgo 5)o The discrepancies among 
the modern observers whose work is presented as Figures 29 3~ and 4 on pgo 5 
appear rather great to the editor - perhaps great enough to cast doubt upon whe~ 
ther the discrepancies between 11 ancient 11 and 91modern11 observations need be at
tributed to a change upon the moono 

~~AS~ 
An Alternate Interpretation 

The valuable and intriguing article by Dro Bartlett~ published in Volo 4, 
Noo 12 of the 11Strolling Astronomer 11 9 has aroused a great deal of interest~ not 
only in America but also in Britaino Here 9 indeed 9 is a l1mar puzzle worthy of 
the closest investigationo We are faced with the complete disappearance of a 
lofty and well=marked wall9 marking the south=eastern boundary of a conspicuous 
and even artificial=look:ing formation referred to as t~Maedlerus Square 11 o 

It may be as well to recapitulate for the benefit of those who have not had 
the advantage of reading Dro Bartlettus original papero Maedler 9 the great 
German selenographer of the last century9 recorded a regular enclosure with high 
linear walls between the crater Fontenelle and the large but battered walled 
plain Birmingham~ the object was also recorded by Neison 9 who described it as 11 a 
perfect square 9 enclosed by long straight walls about 65 miles in length 9 1 in 
breadth 9 and from 250 to 300 feet in height 91 ("The Moon" 9 Po 252) o This enclo
sure is today incomplete 9 lacking the massive So Eo wall recorded so definitely 
by Maedler and Neisono Moreover 9 two ridges in the western part of the interior 
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forming a perfect 11Latin Cross 11 9 shown by Maedler and Nelson~ are no longer 
there? on the other hand~ there is a conspicuous mountain mass some twenty miles 
So Wo of Fontanelle that Maedler and Nelson either misplaced or totally omittedo 

On these grounds Dro Bartlett and Professor Haas suggest that a definite 
change has taken place 9 transforming the So Eo wall of the Square into the long 
and inconspicuous winding ridge of todayo The present writer cannot agree with 
this conclusion9 and my paper is an attempt to show that the discrepancy is due 
entirely to one·of Maedler 1 s rare errorso 

Let us first make an effort to limit the period during which the alleged 
change could have occurredo Schmidt 9 in 18749 drew the Square as it is now1 
this is the latest limit given by Bartletto I have spent many hours searching 
through the files of the Royal Astronomical Society and British Astronomical 
Association 9 as well as the material in my own possession~ and have found a 
drawing by Celoria9 made in 1870s- and a good photograph by Draper as far back as 
1863 9 both of which show the Square unmistakably in its modern formo Celoria 1 s 
drawing is rather crude~but in the Draper photograph Fontenelle and its environs 
are close to the terminator 9 and there can be no possibility of erroro It is 
absolutely certain~ therefore 9 that if a change occurred it took place between 
1837~ when Beer and Maedle;r 1 s 11 Der Mond" appeared 9 and 1863o 

The earlier photographs having proved inconclusive 9 I turned to the maps 
and drawings made before 1837o Most unluc:kily9 the area is not included in 
Lohrmann's ortginal four sectionso It will be remembered that this famous ob~ 
server commenced drawing a. lunar map on a large scale but after only four sec
tions had been oompleted was halted by failing eyesight~ the map was subsequent~ 
ly finished by Schmidt but did not appear until 1878, fifteen years after the 
Draper photograph~ and is therefore useless for our present purposeo Cassini 1 s 
very rare map 9 constructed many years before Maedler 1 s 9 is inaccurate in the 
Fontanelle area but does not show the Square at all 9 which may perhaps indicate 
that the formation was not then conspicuous enough to catch Cassini 1 s attentiono 

But the vital testimony is that of the much=maligned- Schroeter 9 whose de
fects as a draughtsman are far outweighed by his merits as an observeroSchroeter 
never constructed a complete lunar map 9 but he dia make a large number of draw
ings; and after a protracted search I discovered one of the area concerned 9 made 
in l809o It is reproduced as Fi~1re 1 on pgo 59 and 9 as will be seen 9 the moun
tain mass (e) is shown in its correct place 9 the south=east wall of Maedler is 
omitted 9 and the low 9 serpentine ridge is faithfully recordedo 

Before trying to come to any conclusions about the conflicting records, let 
us examine the area in its present stateo I sketched it in April~ 1951~ with my 
8i~inch reflector~ powers from 200 to 400 9 under fair conditions' and my results 
are contained in Figure 2 on pgo 5o Three of the walls of the Square are clear 
enough~ but only the western one (d) is of any altitude ~ this is the wall ad= 
joining Birm:!..nghamo It ends to the north in the quadrila.teral B~ which is bound
ed by four hills cqnnected by very low ridges (necessarily somewhat exaggerated 
in the drawing) 9 and contains much fine detail 9 including one very low-walled 
crater (f)o The quadrilateral is omitted altogether by Neison~ and is only 
partly shown in Dro Bartlett's own drawingo It is not at all conspicuous 'in 
Wilkins 1 map; and as I had not looked a.t the area for some time (I can find no 
previous personal sketch of it)~ I was frankly surprised at its prominence under 
some illuminationso It is clear enough on some photographs I have since examinedo 
The wall h~ connecting B with Fontenelle 9 is very low indeed and shows signs of 
having cut through one or two o"!d enclosures whose walls have been completely 
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Fig. 1. Drawing of Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by J. Schroeter in 1809. (Trace by P. A. Moore) 

Fig. 2. Map of Maedler 1 sSqua,re by P. A. Moore in 
April, 1951. 8.5-inch refl., 200X-4~~X. 

Fig. 3. Composite Drawing of 
Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by E. J. Reese. 

Fig. 4. Maedler's Square. 
T. Saheki. 8-inch refl. 222X. 
April 17, 1951. 1oh 42m, U.T. 
Colong. = 39<?9 



levelled so that the enclosures can now be traced only by their slightly darker 
hue. The other end of the main wall dis marked by a series of heights (g) 9 

very conspicuous at times and well shown in the drawing by EoJo Reese illustrat
ing Dro Bartlett 0 s papero The \.fall connecting g to the mountain c is again very 
low indeed and is perhaps discontinuous, peak c lies on the wall of a very old 
ring C~ about half of whose ramparts can still be tracedo The mass e is promi
nently shown by all the modern observers~ as well as by Schroeter, Reesevs June 
19 drawing shows the main component as a crater~ not a mere peak~ and this I can 
confirmo Neison shows something near here 9 but if his 11 e 11 is in fact identical 
with mine it is far too small and is somewhat misplacedo We now come to an im
portant pointo From my observations the wall b~ that is to say the famous south
east wall of Maedler and Neisen, still ~ists~ although it is extremely low and 
has to be caught under favourable conditions of illuminationo It is definitely 
not identical with the serpentine ridge a~ shown by Schroeter and modern obser
vers but omitted by Neison. Wall b forms the boundary of a very ancient forma
tion A9 whose western wall is now traceable only as it marks a slight change in 
surface hue o 

Several facts emerge from this researcho The authorities for the former 
existence of the complete regular Square are Maedler and Neisono It is known 
that Neison relied largely on ~'~Der Mond 11 for his map' and in my opinion his evi
dence is virtually worthless as he published his map~showing the complete Square, 
thirteen years after we know that it had 11 disappeared11 o Bartlett poi.nts out that 
Schmidt had published a correct version two years before Neison 1 s book appeared; 
but the Draper photograph puts a different complexion on matters~ particularly 
as Neison made most of his observations between 1866 and 1876 and did amazingly 
little lunar work after 1883o The Revo To Wo Webb observed the area frequently 
in his search for the Latin Cross (about which more anon) but states in the 1881 
edition of his ~'~Celestial Objectsw that the walls of the Square ~'~are very un
equal in height 9 and one is little more than a light streak11 o 

We are therefore forced back solely to Maedlero During the period 1827-1837 
the great German observer ranged over the entire Mbon~ and as he was using a 
comparatively small telescope ~ a 3~3/4 ino refractor 9 occasional inaccuracies 
are only to be expectedo For instance~ he records a crater in the northern 
Heinsius area that does not exist= and once again Neison copies him~ The whole 
area of Wilhelm L is inaccurate in 11 Der Mbnd11 9 and there are other examples. 

In the case of the Square~ such an error is excuaable9 in my 3-inch refrac
tor it sometimes looks more or less complete~ as the low altitude of wall b is 
ccmpensated for in part by the darker hue of area A1 which gives the boundary a 
false importanceo With the added power of my reflector 9 the true nature of the 
''fourth wall~ is at once revealedo 

The Latin Cross also seems to rest mainly on the testimony of Maedler 
(Neison being rejected)o Webb states that Birmingham saw the object; but I have 
been quite 1mable to track down the observation in question 9 and apparently Webb 
himself was never successfulo At all eventsy the Cross does not now exist in 
the form shown by Maedler~ and I submit that it never has existed as such! 

To summarize the evidence against change~ 

(l}o Cassini 0 s early map does not show the Square~ though perhaps not much 
reliance can be placed upon thiso 

(2). Schroeterw in 1809s drew the area as it is today~ and Schroeter 9 de
spite his clumsy draughtsmanship 9 made surprisingly few bad mistakeso 
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(3)o Neison drew and described the complete Square thirteen years after 
we have proved that it was non=existent. This indicates that he leaned very 
heavily on Ma.edler~ and his testimony is therefore of little valueo The Heinsius 
case emphasizes this. 

(4). Wtth lower powers the Square can sometimes look complete~ as the S.E. 
wall actually exists 9 though it :Is very low 9 and also marks a change in hue of 
the surface. 

(5). The only real authority for the original completeness of the Square 
is then Maedler = who was human enou~h to err sometimes. 

The real mystery is that Schmidt apparently made no comment about the ob
vious discrepancy between his map and Maedlerus =but neither 9 to my knowledge 9 

did anybody else until the publication of Dro Bartlett~s paper. Moreover~ it 
must be remembered that Maedler died as recently as 18749 and it is just possi
ble that the questton was dealt with in private correspondence between him and 
Schmidt. 

Taking all the facts into account~ therefore 9 it seems that the evidence 
for change is totally inadequate 9 quite apart from the intrinsic improbability 
of any large~scale alterat:lons in an area of this nautre. What has been proved~ 
however 9 is a major error by Maedler and a piece of insufficient checking by 
Neison. The whole question is of absorbing interest 9 and lunar observers will 
be most grateful to the author of the original paper for raising it. I suggest 
that tt would be a fitting gesture to attach ''the name of ~Bartlett" to the cur
ious formation that has beenreferred to in this paper as Maedlerus Square. 

We are honored to present a second article by a second new contr'l.butor, Mr. 
R. M. Baum~ c/o Stock Lane Post Office~ 1 9 Dee Bank~ Boughton 9 Chester 9 England. 
Like Mr. Moore 9 Mr. Baum is an active observer in the Lunar Section of the 
British Astronomical Association; and like t~o Moore again 9 he has illuminated 
for us a very interesting lunar sub,ject. Our colleague has been composing an 
extensive catalogue of lunar maps and textbooks ~ a work of ~id~ble magni= 
tude 9 as lunar students can easily imagine~ The completed catalogue is to be 
distributed privately9 and Mr. Baum has kindly agreed to furnish the A.L.P.O. 
with a copy. He will be glad t.o discuss lunar affairs in correspondence with 
interested AoL.PoOo memberso 

Apart from its intrinsic inte:rest 9 the report below of a red color near the 
lunar crater Lichtenberg may be regarded as an excellent model of how observa
tions should be recorded. The seeing, or atmospheric steadiness 9 is here ex
pressed on a scale of zero (worst) to ten (best)o Carefully recorded observa
tions such as appear below are worth ~~BX hundr~ of random~ casual views or of 
poorly rememberec1 9 um.J'ritten observationso Beginning observers can very profit
ably imitate the procedure followed by Mro Baum. 

The exact location of the red tlnt is sh:Jwn by Figure 3 on pg. L 

When Baum firRt saw the ren color at 18h 19m 108 9 UoTo~ on January 21~ 1951~ 
the colongitude, or the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator, was 
76r;5o This same colongituds will exist again in 1951 near gh Om 9 U.To~ on 



August 16 and near 8h 10m9 UoT.~ on October 14; many other future dates can be 
found by using The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Searches on August 
16 and October 14 are hence strongly recommended to amateur observers in the 
United States and Canada. Of course~ if the red color is very sensitive to small 
changes in the sun 1 s selenographic latitude and in libration9 it may well fail 
to reappear on the dates mentioned. Even so, the area deserves attentive obser
ving from students of the moon. 

On October 18 9 1940~ at colong:i.tude 11496 D. P. Barcroft observed a reddish 
brown or orange tint around the crater Lichtenberg 9 using a 6-inch reflector at 
96X and 144X. He saw the color again on October 19 at colongitude 12696, and it 
was still faintly present on October 22 at 163~1. He later observed this color 
in other lunations. In 1941, 19429 and 1943~ W. H. Haas made 28 observations of 
a dark area west of Lichtenberg with a 6=inch reflector and an 18-inch refractor. 
Sometimes a copperish tone of variable intensity was noted; sometimes the area 
was instead bluish~ purplish, or even gray. The color as observed by Haas ap
peared to undergo changes quite independent of the solar lighting. The copper 
tone was intermittently visible over almost all of the time that Lichtenberg is 
in sunlight. It appears doubtful that Barcroft and Haas have observed the same 
phenomenon as Baum~ and it is also uncertain that they have recovered Maedler's 
famous red tint. 

OBSERVED RED TINT WEST OF THE LUNAR .QRATER LICHTENBERg 

by R. M. Baum 

While engaged upon a general survey of the region north of the great ring
wall Otto Struve on January 21$ 1951~ a curious phenomenon was detected towards 
the lower reaches of the telescopic fieldc Suspecting that this definite red 
tint - for such was the appearance - was due to optical causes, the area was 
closely studied~ first while at the edge of the field of view 9 then at the cen
ter, at which point the red tint became a little brighter and clearer in appear
ance and showed itself to be purely local in extent. 

From the detection of the color at 18h 19m 108 9 U.T.~ until its apparent 
fading at 1Sh J8m 298 9 U.T.~ four estimates of the position of the central reg
ion were made~ from which it would appee.r that the center lay at latitude 31° 
24g 15w N., longitude 660 lOg E. 

The following remarks from my journal give the complete observations of this 
remarkable phenomenon~ 

"1951, January 21. 18h 19m los, U.T. 90X. Seeing 7. While sweeping area 
to the north of 0. Struve a tiny red spot was detected in lower reaches of tele
scopic field~ apparently west of Lichtenberg. Optical effect? 

rose 
ing. 

w13h 20m 36 8 ~ U.T. 90X. 
shade and purel~local. 
Sketch made. ~igure 3 

Seeing 7. Spot in center of field 9 of a delicate 
Lunar surface around the tint gray and drab-look

on pg. 1] 

11 18h 25m. lOOX. Seeing 7. Spot has taken on a nebulous appearance~ extend
ing O'Ver a larger area. 
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~u~h 30m 20 8 o lOOX, Seeing 9o5o Really fine moment of seeing: it is for
tunate indeed to have such a fine spell of seeing during a rare phenomenon~ as 
is being watched nowo In the spot no decided change has taken place, the extent 
and color remain as beforeo Estimate of position places center at longitude 66° 
10v Eo and latitude 31° 24u No 

~18h Jlmo lOOXo 
latitude 31°· 25u No 

Seeing 9o5o Position of center longitude 66° 08 1 Eo and 
Suspected fadingj though uncertaino 

n1gh 3.3m.l6so lOOXo Seeing 9o5o No chanp-e in appearance~ position of cen
ter longitude 660 lOu Eo and latitude 310 23u No 

"18h 37m 20So lOOXo Seeing 9o?o Fading of spot detectable, the nucleus is 
no longer rosy but is taking on a grayish or ashen appearanceo The fainter shad
ing surrounding the nucleus is very difficult to detec:to Center estimated as at 
longitude 66° 12u Eo~ latitude 31° 25u No 

"18h J8mo lOOXo Seeing less than 80 Conditions deterioratingj clouds form
ingo Spot barely visible 9 no longer a bright glaring red but shot through with 
an ashen gray palloro 

"18h 38m 29So lOOXo Seeing less than 5o 
in color~ no trace at all of the nucleuso 

No longer visible9 area grayish 

"20ho 90Xo Seeing 6o Suspicion of area? A closer study reveals no trace 
which can be recognized as belonging to the red glow of an hour or so agoo 

11 20h 15~o 90X9 lOOXo Seeing more than 6o Definitely no trace of the areao" 

The instrument used during the observation was a .3=inch refracting telescope 9 

Whether the red tint is the wlost tintw of Maedler is difficult to say. 
Barcroft reported having observed a reddish tint west of Lichtenberg in 1938' 
but ~art from this solitary observ8tion9 no one else appears to have "detected 
ito IJiow~ver~ refer to the observations by Barcroft and Haas as described above
Editorj So far as can be judged the actual tint observed by Maedler lay under 
the we~ outer wall of Lichtenberg? while in the obserwation here recorded the 
actual definite redness lay farther to the west 9 though a trace of a vague 
ruddiness extended over the dark zone and · close to the walL The reason that 
many observers have failed to detect the tint may lie in the fact that the ob
servation of the color requires a certain definite altitude of the sun in the 
lunar sky along with certain libratory conditions and 9 last but not least9 good 
seeing conditionso 

As to the nature of this area 9 the observed color may just possibl1 be due 
to the reflection of the solar light from a deposit in a crystalline stateo In
deed9 it would be exceedingly difficult to explain such a phenomenon by any other 
means apart from natural coloration of the surfAceo 

OBSERVATION~ ANQ QOW.ffiNTS 

Figure 1 on pgo 1 is a map of Ganymede~ or Jupiter III 9 as observed in 1949 
by Fo Eo Brinckman~ Jro~ To Ro Cave~ Jro 9 To Ao Cragg 9 WoHo Haas~ Ho Oberndorfer, 
and Wo Sandnero The map was drawn by Mro Eo J o Reese 9 who was Jupiter Recorder 
of the AoLoP'o0o in 1949o The telescopes employed in this study varied in aper
ture from 4 inches to 12 incheso Needless to say9 large apertures score very 
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heavily in observing features upon the tiny disc of this satellite, and it is 
further obvious that excellent optics and steady seeing are the most important 
success. In drawing the map it was assumed that Ganymede always keeps the same 
face toward Jupiter (as the moon does toward the earth)~ and the zero meridian 
of longitude was taken as the one on the central meridian at a superior conjunc
tion of the satellite. Mr. Reese 1s map may be profitably compared to Mr. E. Eo 
Hare 1 s discussion of detail recorded on Ganymede in D50 ~he Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 5~ No. ) 9 pp. 8=10 9 1951). If our successes with detail on this satellite 
to date have not been striking9 a more serious effort with the larger and better 
telescopes available to A.L.P.O. members may still be definitely worthwhile. 

H. Le Vaux has submitted a dra~ing of Uranus made with a 10-inch reflector 
and 400X on February 26 9 1951 at 5 9 U.T. 9 the seeing being very goodo He de
picts a white area near each of the south9 west 9 north 9 and east points of the 
disc. A dark band lies along the central meridian of the disc 9 and two fainter 
bands perpendicular to it at its north and south ends are in the northwest and 
southeast quadrants respectively of the disc. Figure 2 on pg. 1 is a drawing of 
Uranus by T. Saheki 9 which has already been described on pp. 12=13 of our June 
issue a 

Mr. E. J. Reese invites attention to two of his drawings of Conon~ which 
are reproduced as Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1. Quantity S is the seeing on a scale 
of 0 to 10~ with 10 best; and quantity T is the transparency on a scale of 1 to 
59 with 5 besto The two drawings were thus made under almost identical sqlar 
illumination (as measured by the colongitude) and under rather similar atmos
pheric conditions. The worder" given by Reese on Figures 5 and 6 is the order 
of decreasing conspicuousness of certain dark streaks on the floor 9 his nomen
clature for features in Conon being shown on his map of the crater published in 
our February~ 1950~ issueo On Figure 5~ "Cleft V11 is very dark and conspicuous, 
lying in a north=south direction and being bordered on its east side by its own 
brightly sunlit wallj on Figure 6 "Cleft vw is faint and unnotableo On Figure 
6 the curving tt~Streak sw in the south hal,f of the floor is the darkest feature 
on the floor, on Figure 5 "Streak sw oan scarcely be recognized. To the editor 
at least 9 such discrepancies between results secured by ~ ~ skillful obser
~ with the ~ telescop~~ the !!m! ~ification~ essentially th~ ~ ~lar 
lighting~ and similar atmospheric conditions indicate very strongly that changes 
quite independent of the solar lighting occur upon the lunar surface. It is 
puzzling9 however9 that Fo Eo Brinckman on January 289 19509 found WStreak sn· 
very dark and narrow in an observation only 4 hours and 10 minutes after Reese 1 s 
view on that dateo May it be that very rapid changes sometimes occur in lunar 
features? 

Photographs prove that 11Fault B11 in Conon~ a dark streak at the foot of the 
northwest inner wall 9 was present and prominent in 1937 and 1938o Apparently 
qualified visual observers found it invisible or very inconspicuous in 1941 and 
1942. By 1947 and early 1948 WFault B" was often visible to visual observers as 
broken sections. In 1949 and 1950 it was continuous and prominent to them. Is 
is just possible that an obscuring lunar haze formed above~Fault B~ between 1938 
and 1941 and began to thin out in 19479 vanishing entirely in 1949? One could 
wish for more homogeneous evidence and a series of well~spaced photographs of 
excellent quality 1 

We have recently received drawings of Conon by T. Sahekt with an 8=inch re
flector on December 19~ 1950~ at colongitude 31~9 and on April 179 1951, at 
39?7 and by Eo Jo Reese with a 6=inch reflector on April 189 1951~ at 48~9o In 
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their independent April views 9 which were about 18 hours apart9 Saheki and Reese 
both drew a near=trapezium formed by dark streaks U9 B9 S~ and z. All four 
streaks were fairly conspicuousj though B was perhaps the easiest. They also 
agree well about three readily seen dark bands on the east wall of Conon and a= 
bout a darker knot at the junction of streaks U and z. Neither observer record
ed any sign·'· of i'lcleft V'~'~. Messrs. Reese and Saheki do differ rather widel.v, 
however 9 in'their ~presen~tions of several white areas on the floor of Conon, 
Reese us April 18 drawing appears to show a low mound or hill near the foot of 
the south inner wall. 

In a letter dated May 9 9 1951~ Mr. Reese reiterates his confidence that a 
dark wall ben~~ ~ristarchus presented a very abnormal aspect on October 89 19499 

at 5h 5m~ U'/1'. J:nterested readers f!lhould review The Strolling Astronomer9 

VoL 49 No • • 9 9 drawings on''Pg• 1 and text on pp. ·12=1.3 9 1950. 

Possessors of the Wilkins map of the moon are requested to note that Mount 
Barker on Section V has been renamed Mount Whipple 9 in honor of the first lunar 
photographer. Mr. Robert Barker had already been commemorated by the crater 
formerly called Sasserides B. Section V of the Wilkins map was published in our 
MarchB 1951~ issue. 

Ro M. _ijaum wrote in part as follows on May 72 

~To dwell on certain lunar matters I mention-that I have a decided leaning 
towards the views of Prof. W. H. Pickering as regards vegetation. On this point9 

early lait year I undertook a short study of variable dark spotso The results 
were rather ·interes~ing9 coming out as followso . ,, 

1. No spots found north or south of latitude 60° No ~nd 60° S. respectivelyo 

2. Majority of spots near equator. 

3o Families of spotsy areas have a tendency to form groups. 

4. Spots connected to cracks or small craters. 

These are the salient features of the research. To my mind the areas are 
areas of some vegetational growtho Here [!n Englar~ 9 however~ these views are 
regarded wita some reserve, a few observers do hold to such views 9 but only a 
fewo w 

Mr. Baumus results in his general surveys of variable dark spots on the 
moon are similar to those obtained by W. H. Pickering more than 50 years ago and 
published in Volume 32 of Harvard Annals. Good examples of these dark spots can 
be found in 'the craters Alphonsus 9 Atlas~ Eratosthenes~ Riccioli 9 and Hansteeno 
The spots are most conspicuous and ~rent£I darkest (but not necessarily ab
solutely darkest) under high solar illumination. They are thus well=developed 
far from the terminator and upon the full moon. An obvious test of whether or 
not these variable areas ~an be lunar vegetation is one that the Editor has 
proposed before 9 namely9 whether their appearan~e on the earthlit moon is the 
same as on the full moono Probably an aperture of 10 inches or more is needed 
for su~h an examination of the earthshine. The large telescope thus employed 
would not need to be of excellent optioal quality~ the problem is one of light
grasp. 
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Mr. Lyle T. Johnson 9 Box 1879 La Plata9 Maryland again invites amateurs in 
the Middle Atlantic States to join him in planned 9 cooperative 9 simultaneous 
searches for possible lunar meteors and lunar meteoritic impact-flares. Mr. 
Johnson spent a total of 120 min~tes in such searches on April 10 and 119 1951, 
using his lO~inch reflector at 221X. The diameter of the telescopic field of 
view vas 13°. As usual recently9 Johnson examined Grimaldi and its vicinity 
near the dark limb of the moon. These searches gave ne3ative results except 
that a nash of stellar magnitude 7 was suspected at the south edge of the field 
of view at 2h 39m JOS (within 15 seconds) 9 U.T. 9 on April llo Telescopes as 
little as 6 inches in aperture can be profitably used in lunar meteor searches 9 

though the increased light~grasp of large instruments is here a very important 
advantage. 

We acknowledge with thanks the arrival of observations of the brightness of 
Uranus f:rt)lm J. A. Anderer~ H. A. Le Vaux~ W. A. Reid 9 D. W. Rosebrughll and Co 
Tarwater. Other colleagues write of having been kept inactive by bad weather. 
Mr. Tarwater was the most active of' the reporting observers and observed the 
brightness of Uranus on 12 dates from February 12 to April 25 (by P.SoTo)e We 
remind A.L.P.O. members of the similar project with the brightness of Neptune 
described upon pp. 2=4 of our May issue. These warm summer evenings should be 
very pleasant for carrying out this simple program. We request that any still 
unreported observations of the brightness of Uranus in 1951 be ~~ to ~ ~ 

~· 

Observations of Saturn in March 9 April 9 and May have been submitted by J. C. 
Bartlett9 Jr.(3~5-inc~ refl.)~ T. R. Cave 9 Jr.(l2o5=inch refl.)~P. F. Froeschner 
(6-inch refl.) 9 W. Ho Haas (9=inch reflo 9 12=inch reflo) 9 L. T. Johnson (lO=inch 
reflo) 9P. Ao Mbore (8.5=1nch refl. 9 3-inch refr.) 9 P. J. Nemecek (lO=inch reflo) 9 

T. Osawa (6=inch refl.) 9 0. C. Ranck (4~inch refr.) 9 and T. Saheki (8-inch ref1.} 9 

Dr. Bartlett displayed remarkable energy in observing the planet 52 times on 38 
dates from April 2 to May 319 a greater quantity of work than that compiled by 
all the other observers combined~ We congratulate our Baltimore colleague on 
this very laudable performance. 

Transits of satellite Titan across the face of Saturn were observed by 
Johnson on April 7 and by Cave on April 23. The satellite is so much less bright 
than the central portions of its primary that it appears black when projected 
against them9 and both observers falsely supposed that they were watching the 
shadow of Titan. Johnson on April 7 estimated that Titan was on the central 
meridian of Saturn at 4h 161\ U.T.g and this value agrees very well with the 
mean of 4h 17!Jl5 found from the ingress= and egress=times listed in the 1951 
Handbook of the Britis~ Astronomical Association. Cave comments on the beauty 
of the transit and remarks that contrasts were greatly enhanced in his 12o5= 
inch reflector beyond what they had been in past transits of Titan observed with 
his 8=inch reflector. These improved contrasts are a very important advantage 
of large apertures. 

L. T. Johnson points out an error in our interpretation of an observation 
that he made in December~ 1950o On pg. 13 of the April issue we stated that 
Johnson then saw a gap between the rings and their shadow~ such being the Edi~ 
torus interpretation of Mro Johnsonrrs report that he ~resolvedn the projected 
rings and their shadowo What Johnson meant 9 however~ was that he could separate= 
ly identifl rings and shadowo 

The rings were almost on edge during the period under discussion 9 for the 
Saturnicentric latitude of the earth diminished from 2~8 on March 13 tO 190 on 
May 24. Between the same dates the Saturnicentric latitude of the sun increased 
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from 2~6 to 3?7o Both earth and sun lay north of the plane of the ringso The 
shado-w of the rings on the ban ~.~as very prominent south of the projected rings 
in April and Ha:n the shadow of the ball on the rings was also visible" Most of 
the observers could see Cassinius Division near the ansae and a black wedge of 
sky between the rlngs and the ball 9 as well as the difference in brightness be~ 
tween Rings A and Bo It is remarkable that To Osawa on March 30 in rather good 
seeing in addition recorded Ring C off the bal1 5,Encke" s Division near the ansae~ 
and a greater darkness of Ring A outside Enc:ke 1 s (FiglJ.re 4 on pgo 1) o Bartlett 
in early May thought that the rings were growing dimmer :as they closed and that 
they were then no brighter than the dusky limbs of Saturno Nemecek drew the 
rings darker than the ball 0n April L Johnson on April 24 and ·May 2 found the 
projected rings brighter than the east limb of Satu:t'n but dimmer than the Equa= 
torial Zone farther within the limbo In March and April J ohn:son dr"ew the rings 
of the ball brighter than the temperate and polar portions of· the planet" The 
projected rings were certainly hard to see with ordinary~aized telescopeso 

On pg, 13 of our June issue we described a curious difference in color some~ 
times observed between the east and west ring=arms (west is to the left in a. 
simply imrerted view with south at the topL Lo To Johnson compared the two 
arms with his "lO=inch reflector at powers of 221X to 526X on March 26 and April 
7 and 10 9 using five W:ratten colo~~ filters (red 9 yellow~ yellow~green~ green~ 
and blue)o He found the two arms always the same :tn color and brightnesso Jo Co 
Bartlett also made such comparisons ·with his 3 o 5=inch reflector a.t lOOX and 
standard color filterso In 20 observations from April 2 to 29 Bartlett 13 times 
found the t'.lO arms the same yello1rlish white c:oloro He 6 tlmes made the west arm 
red and the east a:rm blue and once sa'W the rever:se apnearanceo In 21 views from 
May 2 to 31 Bartlett 14 tlmes sa'w no difference in coloro Three times the west 
arm was red and the east one 9 blue~ three times the west arm was red and the 
east one 9 yellowi~:>h wbJ.te ~ once the east arm was yellowish gray and the vest 
one~ bh::eo As in the past 9 Bartlett thinks that the colors affect chiefly Ring 
A, He occasionally f'lnds very mpid eihanges in the colors~ including a very de~ 
flni te interchange of the red and blue arms on April 4 between 1 h 33m and 4t122m. 
Such rapid c:hanges suggest that the colors are illusions~ ·however~ such changes 
have been c;onfirmed with color filterso 

On pgo 13 of the June issue we mentioned Bartlettus curious ex:pe:r"ience that 
the west arm .uf the rings was dimmer -when transparency was poor~ although the 
two arms were equally bright in a. clear skyo He repeatedly observed this effect 
in March and April~but it became somewhat variable in April~ and during the lat= 
ter half of f.i,ay the arms remained equally bright with poor transparency o The 
mys:r,ery deepens~ Have other readers ~een any such appearances? 

Although several observers paid some attention to the satellites of Saturn~ 
only Po A0 Hoore estimated their brightne sso It has been proposed that simple 
visual step=estimates of the relative brightness of these bodies are vf value. 
Observing from mid=March to mid=April Moore found Tethys unexpectedly dimo On 
April 6 at 4h 39m Bartlett found Rhea about as bright as Titan.v thus presumably 
abnormally brighto 

Bartlett 1 s observation on .AprU 6 at. 4h 39m may be very significant in ano
ther aspect, The night was very clear~ and the seeing was rather good 9 as indi
Mted by the sharpness of the ~nsae 9 the tininess of the images of the satellites~ 
and the steadiness of the spurious disc: cf the star Arcturuso HoweverJ all de
tail on the ball was very faint. and. ill=,defined;; it was impossible to get a 
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sharp fo~uso Bartlett suggests as an explanation of this anomaly a general murki
ness or haziness of the Saturnian atmosphere just above the visible surface$ it 
would not be necessary to assume a planet=wide obscuration but only one affect
ing the two principal belts 9 one at a low latitude in each hemisphereo The in
cident is very forcibly reminis~ent of the occasional large=scale atmospheric 
obscurations of Mars which cause portions of the planet to look vague and ill
defined under very favore.ble conditions of observation. Did Bartlett· chance to 
witness some rare murkiness or haziness of the Satumian atmosphere? With a po
tentially important observation of this kind it is extremely desirable to have 
confirmation by other observerso We ~ urge that QYr readers examin~ any !!
£Q.!ds of Saturn that they m!l:I have ~ ~39m .Q!! April § 9 19519 and report to 
~ the !J;!Qearanc~ of the ball, whi~h looked normal to Bartlett on April 4 and 7o 

A dusky South Polar Region was usually drawn by most of the observers 9 

though it oc:casionally blended with tt'1e dusky zones to its north so that the 
ball then l<ooked uniformly shaded from the conspicuous South Equatorial Belt to 
the south limbo Bartlett in May frequently noted a small and very dark south 
cap on the limbo The color of the SoPoRo to Bartlett was usually brownish or 
grayish9 rarely greenisho Johnson9 Moore., and (occasionally) Bartlett recorded 
a South Temperate Belt about midway between the SoEoBo and the SoP.Ro' and Osawa 
saw two faint belts near this position in his good view on March 30 (Figur·e 4 on 
pgo l)o The South Temperate Zone was dull to Bartlett., though much less dusky 
in April and May than in March~ its color was usually brownish yellow9 sometimes 
grayish yellow~ occasionally greenisho · Both tone and color changed rapidly and 
irregularly9 according to Bartletto This ob$erver found the South Tropical Zone 
to imitate the tone and 'color of the South Temperate Zone until May 17~ when it 
looked bright and unshaded for the first time since a lone observation on Feb
ruary 19o The So Tro Zo was yellow to Bartlett during the last half of Mayo On 
April 15 and May 2.3 Bartlett glimpsed a lacework of dusky festoons across the 
South Tropical Zone. An ill-defined and dim So Tro Zo was drawn b.1 Saheki just 
~outh of the SoEoB. on March 8o 

The South Equatorial Belt was wide~ dark9 and conspicuous~ it consisted of 
two e:omponents,\> Ranck doing very well to divide them with only a 4=inch teles
scopeo Bartlett fmmd i t:s <CJolor normally chocolate brown. Ttie same observer saw 
many dark humps and br'ight bays :at the south edge of this beltp while the north 
edge was flato On one date he notedg vtThe general appearance was strikingly 
suggestive of a range of thunderheads as seen in the sky 9 Leo a flat base from 
which arise tumbled masses of rounded cloudow O~awa on March 30 saw many dark 
projections at the south edge of the SoEoBo (Figure 4 on pg. l)o Several ob
servers caught glimpses of much fine detail in this doubled belt 9 but it was too 
difficult to drawo 
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SEX'JTION IX 

OF 
H. P. WILKINS 300-INCH MAP OF THE MOON 

Reproduced with the kind permission of Mr. Wi lkins 
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